Dark Web
Search and track malicious activities on the Dark Web
The web has many different dimensions, but some are more public than others
Do you know what’s lurking on the Dark Web? Boost your awareness of what’s going on in the
underground, observe malicious activities targeting your organization and proactively prevent
future attacks.
Criminal groups organize themselves on the Dark Web, planning and exchanging tools and
information before, during and after an attack. Gain an advantage by putting a spy in the enemy’s
camp: become better informed about criminals targeting your organization; proactively prepare
countermeasures; find stolen user credentials.

What business benefits does it deliver?
1. Strengthen your security posture by detecting and defending against malicious activity targeting
your organization
2. Understand what type of information about your company is available on the Dark Web, to
better predict and anticipate cyberattacks
3. Improve the investigation and remediation capabilities of your incident response team

What does it do?
• Users can browse and search within .onion networks (such as TOR) and process a quarter
of a million URLs per hour
• Continuously track Dark Web communication for mentions of your organization
• Searches underground sites for intelligence, including hacktivist ops, data leaks, malware attack
vectors and illegal marketplaces

About Blueliv
Blueliv is a leading cyberthreat intelligence provider, headquartered from Barcelona,
Spain. We scour the open, deep and dark web to deliver fresh, automated and
actionable threat intelligence to organizations, helping protect their networks
from the outside in. Blueliv’s scalable cloud-based technology turns global threat
data into sophisticated, relevant intelligence. We enable organizations to save
time and resource by accelerating incident response performance, providing userfriendly evidence accessible to all levels within cybersecurity operations teams.
Our pay-as-you-need solution delivers an accelerated, predictive view of the
threat landscape in real-time. We do not believe in a one-size-fits-all approach,
and work together to configure a modular solution bespoke to your needs
using separate intelligence modules, all backed up by our world-class in-house
analyst team. Blueliv has been named ‘Threat Intelligence Company of the Year’
by Cybersecurity Breakthrough Awards, a Gartner ‘Cool Vendor,’ and Go-Ignite
winner, in addition to holding affiliate membership of FS-ISAC for several years.
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